
AccuQuilt Introduces New GO!Ⓡ Dies to Answer Popular Demand 
  
(OMAHA, NE) April 16, 2019– AccuQuilt, a U.S. based company that specializes in 
manufacturing fabric cutting machines and dies, announced the release of highly 
requested GO! Baby Bib and GO! Burp Cloth dies for their GO!Ⓡ Fabric Cutters. In 
addition to these two new dies, the GO! Owl Accessories die is now available to 
purchase separately. 
  
“We listen to our customers and choose products based on their needs and desires. 
These three topped the list,” said Lynn Gibney, Director of Product Development at 
AccuQuilt. 
  
The GO! Baby Bib and GO! Burp Cloth are designed to cut three complete baby bibs 
and burp cloths in one pass through an AccuQuilt Fabric Cutter without the need of 
templates. Both dies are fat quarter-friendly and large enough to work with appliqué 
shapes so customers can add a personal touch to their DIY projects. 
  
The GO! Owl Accessories die, originally sold exclusively with the AccuQuilt GO! Me 
Easy Fabric Project Maker, coordinates with the GO! Owl die (55333). It features a 
flower, heart, stem, feather, foot/antler, and base for 3D animal creations. The die 
expands the possibilities of the GO! Owl die and is perfect for using up fabric scraps. 
With a little creativity, the GO! Owl Accessories can create everything from koalas and 
cows to flower arrangements and have a FREE embroidery download available at 
accuquilt.com 
  
All dies come with a project pattern. GO! Baby Bib and GO! Burp Cloth are compatible 
with the GO! and GO! Big fabric cutting systems. The GO! Owl Accessories die is 
compatible with all GO! fabric cutting systems. These dies will be available online and 
through AccuQuilt’s retailers who are also happy to demonstrate each AccuQuilt fabric 
cutting system. For more information on AccuQuilt and the latest product releases, visit 
accuquilt.com. 
  
  
About AccuQuilt—Better Cuts Make Better Quilts 
  
Headquartered in Omaha, Neb., AccuQuilt offers quilters, fabric crafters and retailers a 
premiere line of fabric cutters, dies, quilting patterns and other quilt and fabric cutting 
solutions that help quilters quickly and accurately cut shapes for quilting and fabric 
crafts. AccuQuilt also offers quilters a wide variety of rich educational resources to 
enhance their quilting experiences. Cutting with AccuQuilt cutters is a natural evolution 
of fabric cutting methods. “First scissors...then rotary...finally...AccuQuilt” for fast, easy, 
accurate fabric cutting. For more information, visit accuquilt.com or call 888.258.7913. 
 


